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Bringhurst, Robert (2002)ISBN978-0-395-29654-7The most common form of an ellipsis is a row of
three periods or full stops (In this case, however, the ellipsis consists not of dots but of short
dashes.[3] "Subpuncting" of medieval manuscripts also denotes omitted meaning and may be
related.[4]"Disagreement, Confusion, Disapproval, Turn Elicitation and Floor Holding: Actions
accomplished by Ellipsis Marks-Only Turns and Blank Turns in Quasisynchronous Chat"When ellipsis
points are used in the original text, ellipsis points that are not in the original text should be
distinguished by enclosing them in square brackets (e.gWhen material is omitted at the end of a
paragraph and also immediately following it, an ellipsis goes both at the end of that paragraph and
at the beginning of the next, according to this style.[10]13 (2)Look up ellipsis in Wiktionary, the free
dictionary

Although an ellipsis is technically complete with three periods (.), its rise in popularity as a "trailingoff" or "silence" indicator, particularly in mid-20th-century comic strip and comic book prose writing,
has led to expanded uses onlineThis is the usual practice in typesetting^ Kalman, Yoram M; et alIn
the Unicode standard, there are the following characters:^ "Chicago Style Q&A: How do I insert an
ellipsis in my manuscript?"Further reading[edit]For other uses, see Ellipsis (disambiguation)

An ellipsis may also imply an unstated alternative indicated by contextpp.8283Example: I think that
When applied in Polish language syntax, the ellipsis is called wielokropek, which means "multidot"As
commonly used, this juxtaposition of characters is referred to as "dots of ellipsis" in the English
language.[5]Fourth Canadian Edition 487462e4f8
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